Aikyam

Aikyam
{ Aikya

}

harmony. oneness. unity

Aikyam

is a unique, nature-based design programme which
specialises in creating environments which nurture wellness
and support the transformation of consciousness

* Upgrade the frequency of your home, workplace, yoga

studio, meditation centre, retreat or clinic
* Protect your space from the effects of detrimental ‘earth
energies’
* Connect your space to it‘s ecosystem, to the healing
power of nature with next-gen biophilic design
* Create authentic sacred space in harmony with the
innate energies of the landscape

Harmony
Optimise

Aikyam creates harmonic space in which to nurture

meditation, regenerative sleep, breathwork, yoga, holistic
therapies, ritual and healing.
Aikyam integrates the following services :

Harmonic design for architecture
Advanced sacred geometry
Land energetic analysis and balancing
GDV BioWell biofield testing technology
Next-gen Biophilic design
Contemporary aesthetic design

Nature
Connect with

Biophilia

{ the innate affinity for living systems }

Biophilia recognises the profond healing effect
of the reationship with have with nature. Biophilic
design reproduces the benefits of this connection
within built environments.

Aikyam is next-gen biophilic design.
The traditional methods at the heart of Aikyam
establish a profound bond between our spaces
and the rhythms of Nature. This enhances the
harmony of these spaces and inturn nurtures
the wellness of the inhabitants.

Aikyam

Harmony
Nurture
Chakra
HeartSpace
Mandala

Land analysis, energtic protection and balancing

Create dedicated healing space

Feel, reset and realign the chakra system

Meditate within authentic heartspace

Connect within a high vibration sacred circle

Harmony
Establishing harmony is the essence of Aikyam.
It is the foundation for all creative, design and
building applications

Earth energy analysis
Biofield testing
Earth acupuncture
Harmonic grid
Energetic protection
The optimisation of environmental
harmony is applied to architecture,
structures, interiors and gardens

Nurture
The design of dedicated space for healing
treatments and for the nurturing of the body

Earth energy protection
EM Field protection
Spatial harmonic design
Living materials
Harmonic plant biofield
Harmonic bed
A bespoke, location-specific
treatment bed. Enhance the
healing experience by connecting
to the harmonic frequencies
within the landscape

Chakra
Feel and rebalance the chakra system
with a location-specific biofield healing
tool using :

Earth energies
Chakra vortexes
Stone harmonic grid
Plant biofield
Create a garden dedicated to healing
with herbs and plants with the chakra
geoemetry at the centre

HeartSpace
A place of connection and meditation.
It is an experience of deep stillness
found within a sacred circle of plants
A HeartSpace is created with :

A specific frequency of the landscape
which resonates with the heart
An earth energy vortex
A biofield of plants
A HeartSpace can be created within an
interior space, on a terrace or in a garden

Mandala
{ circle }

A Mandala is a sacred circle.
It is a bespoke, high vibration space built
within a garden or the landscape
A Mandala is a tool for connecting the
rhythms of the Sky and the Earth.
A mandala can take many forms :

Stone Circle
Medicine Wheel
Labyrinth
Birth Mandala
Nature Sanctuary
Constellation Mandala
The Mandala shown is the constellation of
Lyra - the specific energetic quality of the
main planet Vega is felt and connected to

Mark Leib
Mark is an expert in harmonic design, sacred space building,
environmental bioenergetics and interior architecture

The European Tradition of Sacred Building

BioDesigner / Sacred Space Builder / Land healer / Geometer
The only professionally certified practioner in the UK
Instructor / Workshop leader

Architecture + Design

Interior Architect / Designer / Director
Multi-award winning creative / 25 years international experience

Yogic Traditions

Kaula SriVidya / SiddhaMaha Yoga / Kashmir Shaivism / Nada Yoga

Harmonic Science

Sacred Geometry / Biofield mechanics / Radiesthesia / Geobiology

markleib.com

Founder + Creative Director

Harmony
{ harmonia }

“ congruence, agreement, concord _ the field of music ”

The essence of my work is to establish harmony. To achieve this I utilise a
unique design method which is at the heart of my tradition. The method
creates location-specific frequencies which are generated by the relationship between the Sun, the Moon and the Earth.
When these frequencies are combined in certain ways they are able to
instigate harmonious transformation of the subtle ‘ biofield ’ of an environment. The process is identical to the way a doctor of traditional Chinese
medicine will bring balance to a human body by working with the meridians - the channels of the biofield - and applying herbal remedies which
are combinations of plant vibrational frequencies.
I achieve environmental transformation by animating the innate ‘music of
the land’. This harmony is the relationship of the rhythms - the vibrational
patterns - of our planet with the two celestial bodies which determine life.
I combined this exact methodology with my design experience and with
the use of biofield testing technology to create my core service - Aikyam

Tradition
To achieve my vision I utlise the design methodolgy and principles of the

Tradition of Master Builders.

This is a unique European lineage which specialises in the creation of places in
which the energies of ‘heaven’ are united with those of the landscape. It is the
European equivalent art to Feng Shui and Vastu Shastra.
For a thousand years the masters of the tradition perfected the earth wisdom
and advanced building knowledge which they inherited from the Celtic, Arabic
and Vedic cultures.
The art which they developed pragmatically unites sacred geometry, harmonics,
geomancy ( land healing ), astronomical measurement, the art of the stones
and construction. The tradition recognises the consciousness within nature and
all things and it’s unique method of harmonic geometry animates the ‘stream
of life’ - the flow of life-force of place.
The art was originally ustilised to protect places of healing and to nurture fertility in the landscape and it’s inhabitants. As the techniques of building developed, it was employed to create the stone circles, temples and cathedrals of
the ancient world.
The focus of the tradition now is the protection of wellness, the optimisation
of life and the nurturing of regenerative communities through the creation of
spaces of authentic harmony and connection.

contact :

mrleib72@gmail.com

